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ABSTRACT 
The southern right whale Eubalaena australis is well known off northern Patagonia, where many individuals 
return each year from June to December to the calving grounds near Península Valdés.  Interest in this species, 
which swims very near the coast and puts on an elaborate show during mating, is so high in Argentina that the 
Valdés area is one of the country’s major tourist attractions; it was designated one of the world’s marine reserves 
and the southern right whale has been declared a Living National Monument. Southern right whales must pass 
Tierra del Fuego on their journeys to and from their southern cold-water summer feeding grounds. Little has been 
known of their presence in this area. In recent years they have been seen to congregate from … to …. near 
unmanned natural gas platforms off the Río Cullen in northernmost Tierra del Fuego, Argentina, were helicopter 
pilots servicing the platforms see them each year. One whale died after swimming behind a ship attending the 
platforms. Southern right whales occasionally enter the Beagle Channel. Strandings are rare; only two have 
occurred, on the north coast, in the last 13 years.  
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__________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The southern right whale, Eubalaena australis, is well known in the southern hemisphere and was extensively 
hunted during the whaling years and its  populations depleted. In the southwestern South Atlantic, since the 
cessation of whaling, population sizes are gradually increasing, especially in Argentina off Península Valdés, 
Provincia del Chubut (Payne et al. 1990), Uruguay (Costa et al. 2007) and southern Brazil, where the increase 
has been 14% per year from 1987 to 2003 (Groch et al. 2005). There has also been an increase in other 
Argentine provinces: Río Negro (Failla et al. 2008) and Santa Cruz (Belgrano et al. 2008). 
 Sighting of southern right whales (SRWs) from shore off Tierra del Fuego  (TdF) have not been very 
common. Goodall & Galeazzi (1986) listed only six sightings and five strandings of this species for TdF. Four 
sightings were for the Beagle Channel area, one for Isla de los Estados and one for Península Páramo, in the 
north. All were of single animals. Three of the strandings were for the northern coasts, one for the southeast 
coast at Bahía Valentin, and one at Bahía Windhond on the south side of Isla Navarino. 
 Sightings and strandings in Chilean waters of the Strait of Magellan and TdF were described by Gibbons 
et al (2006) and those for southern Santa Cruz province (Argentina) and the eastern mouth of the Strait of 
Magellan, by Belgrano et al (2008). Observations of southern right whales in all these areas seem to be 
increasing, perhaps reflecting the increase known for other areas. 
 The placement of unmanned platforms for pumping natural gas off the northern coast of TdF permitted a 
new opportunity to observe SRWs in the area. In the 1990s, RNPG and LGB carried out a series of 
environmental studies, involving helicopter flights and shore surveys, for Total Austral S.A., an oil company 
with the concession to operate in Estancia (farm) Cullen in northernmost TdF, Argentina. Interested pilots 
later took notes on the presence of SWRs and other cetaceans during their flights to offshore platforms. This 
review is an update on what is known about this species off Tierra del Fuego. 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 
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METHODS 
 
Sightings 
Since the late 1970s, the Goodall team has distributed forms to captains and others on tourist and commercial 
ships, requesting information on sightings. In the 1990s, RNPG and LGB carried out a series of environmental 
studies in the northern part of TdF, Argentina, from Cabo San Sebastián to Cabo Espítitu Santo, the border 
with Chile, for the company Total Austral S.A. These involved periodic helicopter and land  surveys. The 
helicopter pilots (Helicopteros Marinos S.A.) informed us of the presence of SRWs offshore from Total’s base 
at Planta Cullen, just south of the Estancia and Río Cullen.  
 In 1988-89, two unmanned platforms, Hydra Norte, and further south, Hydra Centro, were constructed 
about 14 kms from the shore station. These platforms support installations for gas wells; from them, gas is 
sent to Planta Cullen on the coast and later by pipeline under the eastern mouth of the Strait of Magellan 
northwards to continental Argentina. Flights by helicopter (at that time, Dolphin, or Eurocopter Model 
SA365N) are made one to several times a day to the two Hydra platforms, to control production. About 2004, 
two more unmanned platforms were constructed, Aries, at about 35 kms from shore and Carina, about 75 kms 
offshore (the kms refer to the length of the pipelines, which are not always straight). Only one or two flights a 
week are made to the Aries platform, and once a week or less to Carina. Helicopter pilots often noted the 
presence of whales and dolphins during their flights.  
 During several weeks, pilots made observations while flying to a temporary drilling platform stationed 
northeast of Río Gallegos, Santa Cruz province. 
 Opportunistic sightings were also carried out during the Goodall program’s shore studies. 
 
Strandings 
From the 1974-75 warmer season (October to April), beach surveys have been carried out on the coasts of 
TdF, Argentina, for stranded marine mammals and birds  by the Goodall team.  Certain beaches, which are 
known to collect more strandings, are searched more often, while some areas of coastline are of difficult 
access.  Specimens are studied by standard methods and collected when possible (Goodall 1978; Goodall et al. 
2008) and are held in the RNP collection in the Museo Acatushún de Aves y Mamíferos Marinos Australes 
(AMMA) at Estancia Harberton, TdF. 
 
RESULTS 
 
Sightings 
The number of sightings are shown in Table 1. All the sightings were opportunistic, there were no special 
cruises or studies for SWRs.   
 
Santa Cruz 
During the flights to the drilling platform northeast of the Río Gallegos, the pilots saw up to 10 SRWs over a 
period of 20 days near the platform in the afternoons, but not in the mornings. Gas or oil were not found and 
this platform was soon removed (J.M. Fraguiero, pers. commn). 
 
Northern coast 
For several years, helicopter pilots kept records of the presence of SRWs on forms during their flights to these 
unmanned offshore gas platforms (Table 1, Fig. 1). After that time, they no longer noted down the presence of 
the whales, but told us that the whales were there every year, being most noticeable in August. The pilots 
claimed that the unmanned offshore platforms attract the SRWs, which swim near them and scratch 
themselves, especially the callosities, against the posts and also against the ships attending the platforms. The 
whales are also seen near shore, between the platforms and Planta Cullen. The ships would be working with 
anchors and the platforms, but the whales paid no attention, moving among them and rubbing themselves. 
 The pilots saw only adults or large juveniles; they never saw any small calves. Often the whales were 
quiet for a long time or moving slowly, but often they were ‘erratic’, breaching, tails up, sometime belly to 
belly, or laying on the water belly-up. The pilots feel that the numbers are increasing slightly each year, but 
did not keep written records during the more recent years. 
 The months of sightings are shown in Fig. 2. Most whales were seen from June to August (southern 
winter), with one isolated sighting in January.  
 In our 36 years of beach surveys, we saw no SRWs south of Bahía San Sebastián, but since then they 
have been seen at Paso de las Cholgas, north of Río Grande, perhaps indicating an increase in numbers. 
 
Southern coast 



Sightings of SRWs along the southern coast of TdF were sporadical, usually of one animal, and between 
January and July (Fig. 2).  These probably do not represent animals in migration, but probably individual 
wanderers. 
 
Strandings 
Four very old, worn skulls and one more recent stranding were reported for TdF, Argentina, by Goodall and 
Galeazzi (1986).  Three additional strandings along the Strait of Magellan were given by Gibbons et al. 
(2006), who repeated the stranding at Cabo Espíritu Santo, in which sections of baleen plates had washed 
southeastward into Argentina and were collected (RNP 1153).  In this paper we report two strandings (Table 
2), a second one for Cabo Espíritu Santo, in which, again, baleen plates were collected in Argentina (RNP 
2172, IPPA 1054), and a stranding in May, 2011, at the mouth of the Río Fuego, in front of Estancia 
Viamonte (RNP 2737).  The decay and breakup of this whale, a male of 15.5m, is being controlled by periodic 
photographs (Fig. …) 
 
Ship strike 
One or two ships constantly work around the unmanned platforms. One night (we have been unable to obtain 
a date or the name of the ship) a SRW crossed behind a ship as it was moving and the complete tail and part of 
the tailstock was severed by the propellers, killing the whale (Table 2). The body floated for several days in 
the area, covered with sea gulls (Larus dominicanus) feeding. 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
Most of the sightings received were during the winter months and were by helicopter pilots (Fig. 2). During 
the winter months our research program carries out few beach surveys. However, tourist catamarans continue 
operating in the Beagle Channel during winter months, but only in the area near Ushuaia, accounting for the 
winter sightings there. 
 It is obvious that observations by helicopter pilots on their trips to offshore wells is an excellent way to 
learn of the presence of SRWs in an area. In the Cullen area it would probably not be as useful for 
photographs of callosities, as the waters are rather silty, probably from the sand/mud flats of Bahía San 
Sebastián, so the heads are not as visible. However, the water from the mouth of the Strait of Magellan is very 
clear (J.M. Fraguiero, pers. commn), and there are six unmanned platforms there, belonging to the company 
Sipetrol. 
 According to the pilots, the SRWs seem to be attracted to the platforms and are usually seen near the 
Hydra platforms (but not near the farther ones, Aries and Carina). They are often seen scratching themselves 
on the posts and even on the attending ships. 
 Although the pilots did not keep constant records after the first few years, they claim that the SRWs are 
there every year and seem to be increasing slowly in number.  They are there from May to August every year,  
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Fig. 1.  Sightings (dark circles) and strandings (open circles) reported in this paper. Grey circles indicate earlier 
strandings for the area (Goodall & Galeazzi 1986; Gibbons et al. 2006).  Abbreviations: C, cabo, cape; Ea., 
estancia, farm; Pen., peninsula; Pta., punta, point. 
 
 



 
 Fig. 2.  Number of sightings observed per month in northern and southern Tierra del Fuego. 



 
Table 1.  Sightings of southern right whales, Eubalaaena australis, off southernmost South America (not including Península Valdés 
(not including sightings in Goodall & Galeazzi 1986). 
Abbreviations:  Ea = estancia, farm; Pta = Punta  

Date Time Number Locality Lat. S, Long. W Notes Platform Observer 
PATAGONIA 

Argentina 
1986.07.09 11:18 1 Bahía San Julián ±49º12', 67º38' — — B. Troutman 
######## 21:00 4 Isla Monte León ±50º20', 68º55' — costa A. Handley 
######## all day 12 Río Gallegos 51°36', 69°01' — costa/bote Prefecto, Río Gallegos 
######## 13 Ría de Río Gallegos 51°36', 69°01' — shore P. Frison 
1993.04.1-20 pm 10 10 mi N, 12 mi offshore, Río Gallegos in pm, not am, over 20 days helicopter pilots to RNP 

   near Occidental drilling platform 
######## 12:56 1 South Atlantic 38°14', 55°20' — Bransfield British Ant. Survey 

Chile 
1993.11.- — 2 Ultima Esperanza near Puerto Natales ±51º42', 72º30' one right whale with young Yacht Beribe crew 

TIERRA DEL FUEGO 
Northern Tierra del Fuego 

1989.Jun.-Jul. daylight 3 Ea Cullen, Hydra oil platforms ±52°52' 68°32' in area 20-25 days Erebus, Red Tern G. Zimmerman 
1990.Aug-Sep.   often — Ea Cullen, Hydra platforms ± 52°52' 68°22' sporadic in area helicopter J.M. Fragueiro Frias 
1991.08.1-10 daylight ±20 Hydra Norte & Central 7-15 kms from shore helicopter J.M. Fragueiro Frias 
1991.08.12 — 1 Planta Cullen 600 m from shore shore Rolando Pinto 
1991.08.12 — 15-20 Hydra Norte & Centro 2-15 kms from shore Rolando Pinto 
1991.08.16 17:00 5 Hydra Norte 50-100 m from platform helicopter J.M. Fragueiro Frias 
1991.09.02 09:00 3 Hydra Centro area 1 C. commersonii nearby helicopter J.M. Fragueiro Frias 
1991.09.26 16:00 1 Hydra Centro 50 m from platform helicopter J.M. Fragueiro Frias 
1991.late 08 daylight 3 Off Planta Cullen passing through, didn't stay shore J.M. Fragueiro Frias 
######## 09:00 1 300 mts from playa Cullen — helicopter J.M. Fragueiro Frias 
######## a.m. 2 Cullen to Hydra Centro — helicopter J.M. Fragueiro Frias 
######## 17:00 1 Cullen to Hydra Centro — helicopter J.M. Fragueiro Frias 
######## 17:00 1 150 m from coast, Planta Cullen — helicopter J.M. Fragueiro Frias 
######## 16:30 6 3 km S of Hydra Centro — helicopter J.M. Fragueiro Frias 
######## — 2 Between Hydra and shore — helicopter J.M. Fragueiro Frias 
######## 09:00 6-8 5 km NW of Hydra Norte — helicopter J.M. Fragueiro Frias 
######## 17:00 6-8 2 km SW of Hydra Centro — helicopter J.M. Fragueiro Frias 
######## 15:00 2 Playa río Cullen, 300 mts off shore — helicopter J.M. Fragueiro Frias 
1993.09.- daylight 8 Hydra platforms near platform 15 days, mating helicopter E. Riis, E. Fischer 
######## 09:00 2 Near beach of Río Cullen — helicopter J.M. Fragueiro Frias 
######## 11:30 2 2 mi from Hydra Centro — helicopter J.M. Fragueiro Frias 
######## p.m. 2-3 Between Hydra Norte & Hydra Centro — helicopter J.M. Fragueiro Frias 
######## p.m. 2-3 Between Hydra &  Cullen — helicopter J.M. Fragueiro Frias 
######## p.m. 2-3 Between Hydra &  Cullen — helicopter J.M. Fragueiro Frias 
######## 16:30 3-4 Between Hydra Norte & Hydra Centro — helicopter J.M. Fragueiro Frias 
######## a.m. 3 Between Hydra Norte & Hydra Centro — helicopter J.M. Fragueiro Frias 
######## a.m. 3 Between Hydra Norte & Hydra Centro — helicopter J.M. Fragueiro Frias 
######## 15:00 2 500/1000 m off Planta Cullen — helicopter J.M. Fragueiro Frias 
######## 17:00 2 Between Hydra Centro & Hydra Norte — helicopter J.M. Fragueiro Frias 
######## 09:00 1 Between Hydra Centro & Hydra Norte — helicopter J.M. Fragueiro Frias 
######## 17:00 1 Hydra Centro to Planta Cullen — helicopter J.M. Fragueiro Frias 
######## 17:00 2, 2 N of Hydra N and Sector Monoboya — helicopter J.M. Fragueiro Frias 
######## 12:00 1 500 mts E of Hydra Norte — helicopter J.M. Fragueiro Frias 
2005.07.08 — 11-13 Planta Cullen, near the coast very active shore Personnel Planta Cullen
2005.07.14 08:45 5 Planta Cullen, 700m from coast erratic, very active shore R. Grant, L.G. Benegas

17:00      also near Hydra platforms      tail, head, flippers up 
2007.05-06 — 20-30 Off Planta Cullen most he has seen helicopter J.M. Fragueiro Frias 
2007.08.11 — 4-5 Planta Cullen to Hydra fewer than in June-July helicopter J.M. Fragueiro Frias 
2008.late 04 — ±15 Hydra, Planta Cullen there most days helicopter J.M. Fragueiro Frias 



2008.07-09 — 15-20 Hydra, Planta Cullen numbers increasing helicopter J.M. Fragueiro Frias 
2009.04.19 — 4 Paso de las Cholgas 53°36' 67°58' active, breaching shore L.G. Benegas 
2009.06.26 pm 1 Península Páramo, inner coast 53°02' 68°12' near shore, sleeping shore L.G. Benegas 
2009.06.26 pm 1 Pen. Páramo, Punta de Arenas 53°02' 68°12' moved to tip, offshore shore L.G. Benegas 
2010.04.21 — 1 Pen. Páramo, base, ocean side 53°02' 68°12' 200m costa, moved north shore L.G. Benegas 
2009.07.04 — 2-3 Planta Cullen, Hydra, 25 km from shore few whales helicopter C. Aguilera 
2010.07.- — 6+ Paso de las Cholgas ±53°36' 67°58' 1 large male, courting shore J.M. Fragueiro Frias 
2010.08.01 — 3 Paso de las Cholgas, off-shore ±53°36' 67°58' active, tail up shore L.G. Benegas 

Southern Tierra del Fuego 
######## all day 1 Ea Moat 54°57' 66°48'+ swam in area costa M. Lawrence 
######## 15:00 1 E of Rio Moat 54°57' 66°48'+ — costa M. Allovero 
1990.03.21 — 8 Pampa Indios, Beagle Channel 54°58' 67°00 ± — costa M. Lawrence 
1993.01.20 09:24 1 S of Cape Horn 56°06' 67°07' — World Discoverer Passengers 
######## 14:15 1 Puerto Harberton 54°53' 67°19'+ swimming in bay shore D. Kuntschik 
######## 11:45 1 Bahía Ushuaia 54°51' 68°16' near coast shore RNP, S.V. Macnie 
######## 15:00 1 Bahía Ushuaia 54°51' 68°16' — shore RNP, S.V. Macnie 
######## — 1 Ushuaia, cerca del muelle comercial — Ana B H. Gallardo 
2008.01.07 14-16:00 1 Puerto Harberton 54°53' 67°19'+ swam in bay 2 hours shore RNP, others 
2010.07.17 16:30 2 Bahía Ushuaia, Islas Bridges 54°51' 68°16' swimming near the islands Austral L. Aguila Wilder 
2011.05.25 10-10:20 1 Bahía Ushuaia, near airport 54°49' 68°13' swam slowly near coast boat Vanina Gross 

 
 
 
 
 

Table 2.  Strandings and ship strike of southern right whales on the shores of Tierra del Fuego since 1986.   

Date Number Locality Lat. S, Long. W Notes Col. Observer 
Strandings 

1998.11.-- 1 Cabo Espiritu Santo,  52°30'+ 68°36' one F stranded, TL 15 m, baleen IPPA 1054 
Tierra del Fuego, Chile plates washed S into Argentina RNP 2172 RNP, L.G. Benegas 

2011.05.28 1 Estancia Viamonte, Río Fuego   stranding, male 15.5 m L.G. Benegas 
mouth, Tierra del Fuego col. baleen, skin, blubber RNP 2737 J.M. Fraguiero F., others
Argentina 

Ship strike 
about 1998 1 Cullen, Hydra platform area ± 52°52' 68°32' at night, whale passed behind moving ship, J.M. Fraguiero Frias 
        complete tail and part of tailstock cut off by propellers 

 




